Library Village Theft

Suspect: Male, light complexion, 20’s, 5’09”, 160 lbs. thin beard and gelled up hair. Suspect was wearing black T-shirt with white graphics over the right breast, faded black cuffed pants and black backpack.

On 05/12/2011 at approximately 12:20 p.m., a suspect approached the victim’s bike located on the east side bike racks, instantly steals the victims bike seat and walks away in a west bound direction. The suspect subsequently enters the Math Complex still carrying the bike seat.

If you would like to report a crime but do not wish to reveal your identity, the anonymous hotline allows you to leave specific information about a crime while ensuring your confidentiality:

(310) 434 – UTIP (8847)

If you have any information regarding this case, please contact SMCPD at: (310) 434-4300, reference DR# 11-249